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**ABSTRACT**

A fundamental challenge in multi-robot systems is spatial coordination (avoiding collisions) between robots, each under its own control. Swarm methods, where by robots coordinate *ad-hoc* and *locally*, offer a promising approach. However, while empirically demonstrated to be viable in practice, no guarantees of performance are known. This paper formalizes a class of multi-robot cooperative tasks as differential extensive-form games. We show that the system coordination overhead is a differential function, forming a connection between the theoretical maximum-payoff equilibrium of the system, and the rational self-interested choices of individual robots during task execution: *robot swarms can be rational in theory*. We then show how to approximate the rational decision-making in practice using reinforcement learning, using internal measures for rewards. We empirically show this leads to consistent optimal performance in with physical and simulated robots.
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**1 INTRODUCTION**

Distributed multi-robot systems are comprised of multiple robots, each under its own control. Typically, the robots carry out a tasks towards a global goal. Examples include *coverage* [1, 6, 14, 22, 35], *patrolling* [2, 12, 25, 34], *foraging* [4, 11, 16, 18, 23, 24], *order picking* [17, 32] (made famous by Kiva Systems/Amazon Robotics), and more.

A fundamental challenge here is *spatial coordination*, i.e., avoiding and resolving collisions with others. Such coordination necessarily introduces overhead, and therefore both supports and competes with achievement of the goals of the robots. Centralized solutions to managing spatial coordination are computationally intractable [36], and are often not tolerant to mechanical and environment unpredictability (e.g., humans in the work area) [32]. Distributed approaches which rely on joint decision-making by the robots (e.g., [19, 33]) require high communication availability and the capability of robots to assess not just their own state, but those of others. Thus a promising line of research explores swarm methods, where by robots coordinate *ad-hoc* and *locally*, with little or no communications [4, 18, 23, 24]. However, while empirically demonstrated to be a viable solution in practice, no theoretical guarantees of performance are known, nor a formalization of the task in a way that admits analysis.

This paper formalizes a class of multi-robot cooperative tasks as *differential extensive-form games*. The game itself requires knowledge (e.g., of the payoffs of others) that individual swarm robots do not have access to. However, we show that the system coordination overhead is a differential function for the game, forming a connection between the theoretical maximum-payoff equilibrium of the system, and the rational choices of individual robots during task execution. In other words, individual robots can make rational coordination decisions resulting in globally optimal equilibrium.

A swarm acting as prescribed is rational in theory. We show how to closely approximate the optimal decision-making in practice, relying on reinforcement learning to improve decision-making, while operating strictly within the limited capabilities of simple swarm robots, in both perception and computation. These approximations generalize and improve on earlier work, which emerges as a special case. We empirically evaluate the efficacy of these methods in two multi-robot domains: physical robots carrying out a variant foraging task, and simulated robots carrying out order-picking.

**2 MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND**

To position our work in context, Figure 1 shows a perspective (previously described in [18]) on the structure of task execution in time, for an individual robot. The robot begins by executing its task, stopping when a spatial conflict occurs (e.g., a collision is imminent). It then selects a collision-handling method, which executes for a time. When the collision is averted, the robot can switch back to carrying out its task until another collision is imminent. This continues up until task execution has ended. The time interval between collisions is split into two [18], termed the *active time* (spent by the robot actively coordinating—shown in grey), and the *passive time* (no need to coordinate; the robot focuses on its task).

This view of the robot’s timeline allows us to position our work with respect to others. First, we note that collisions involve more than one robot. If all the robots are involved in each others’ task execution and decision-making, the single-robot timeline above is also the multi-robot system timeline. Theoretically, multi-robot path planning reduces or eliminates the number of collisions, and explicit joint decision making can reduce their collective duration. However, the computational, communications, and actual cost of these methods can often be too high in practice, and thus reactive approaches are often employed. These follow two general directions:
specific collision-handling algorithms which reduce the active time duration, and algorithm-selection methods which allow the robot to tailor its selection of collision-handling algorithm to the specific collision settings.

Collision Handling Algorithms. Purely reactive coordination algorithms are myopic. They respond to a collision with no consideration of future collisions. They are extremely simple to implement and use (both in practice and theory), and are generally task-independent (because they do not use information about the goals of the task). We use several such reactive algorithms in our work.

Some algorithms resolve collisions by moving backwards from the collision position for a fixed time or distance [23], potentially adding noise to movement [5]. Others try to keep one robot moving forward: the aggression family of algorithms allows the robot with the highest aggression factor gets the right of way [28].

Others carry out limited planning. We use a variant of dynamic window [13] in the experiments, as it makes assumptions that are met in practice. Other potential choices include Reciprocal Velocity Obstacles methods such as ORCA [27], or safe-navigation methods (e.g., [7]). However, they prove too complex for our simple robots.

Algorithm Selection. It is now understood that while each method is effective in some settings, no method is always effective [23, 24]: their performance changes with density and other factors. Thus a promising approach is to have the robots dynamically select between collision-handling algorithms.

Wolpert and Tumer [30] described the COIN framework, which models multi-agent systems where agents work to maximize global utility, but with little or no communications between them. They show that if agents can estimate the wonderful life utility—how the agent’s actions (or lack thereof) impact global utility—then it is possible to use reinforcement learning to improve global utility in a guaranteed manner, in various domains including robotics [26, 29]. However, this relies on knowing the global utility, and/or the value (payoff) of others’ actions. In practice, this is often not possible. We build on their work by showing how to approximate the wonderful life utility in practice in multi-robot settings.

Erusalimchik et al. [18] propose a reward function (the coordination overhead of an interval—the ratio of the individual active time to the total interval duration), as the basis for preferring algorithms, using a stateless Q-learning variant [10]. We show later that theirs is a special case emerging from our work.

ALAN [15] is a method using reinforcement learning techniques with ORCA to improve global measures. It improves on either using only ORCA or only reinforcement learning. However, ALAN can only choose between alternatives within ORCA, and does not provide guarantees on performance, as we do here.

3 SWARMS AND GAME THEORY

We begin in Section 3.1 by introducing an abstract game-theoretic model of multi-robot tasks carried out by a swarm of robots. We then make incremental modifications to this abstract model, to bring it closer to the reality of physical interacting robots, when the robots cannot communicate (Sections 3.2–3.3). Finally, in section 3.4, we address the challenge of learning optimal actions according to the game-theoretic model we introduced.

3.1 Swarm tasks as extensive-form games

When considering the task multiple robots (each engaging in its own coordination method arbitration), we follow Erusalimchik et al. [18] in representing the task as an extensive form game between \( n \) robots. The extensive form game represents every possible outcome as a function of the sequence of parallel coordination actions taken by all robots in every collision during the run. In this context, the outcome is the utility of each of the robots in the allotted time.

The root node of the game tree represents the first collision. Given that there are \( n \) robots, the first \( n \) layers of the game tree will each represent a robot and its possible actions in the first collision. This is because we focus on non-communicating coordination methods, and thus we will treat each collision as having no information on the actions and utilities selected and gained by other robots.

The actions independently taken by players are coordination methods: The gains (payoffs) from taking them and the costs which they entail differ between robots and between collisions, but are theoretically accounted for. Each action takes time.

The next \( n \) layers will represent the second collision in the same manner. This sequence continues until a terminal node is reached—when the time for the task is done: A terminal node represents the end of the game (task) and holds the utility of each player. Since different actions can yield different time intervals between collisions, terminal nodes can each be of different depth depending on the sequence of collisions (and associated joint actions chosen) during the game. Each such sequence is represented as a path in the game tree. Each terminal node will hold a vector of numerical values representing the utilities of each robot in the system.

3.2 Folding the game into normal-form

The extensive form model of a task run represents every possible outcome of the task run. This is only of theoretical value, as no robot—not their designers—can predict the outcome of future collisions, nor their timing, nor their impact on global payoffs. In reality, robots only know their history of previous collisions, and the immediately imminent collision. Indeed, in swarm settings robots cannot know of the other robots’ choices (which theoretically affects their own) and thus even this information is hidden from them.

In order for robots to make decisions based only the history and current collision, we must draw a connection between the global final utility (payoff) theoretically reached using the extensive-form game, and the sequence of collisions in which the robots make collision-resolution choices. Robots may then rely on signals that are obtained during a joint collision.
To do this, we take an intermediate step and show how the extensive form game can be expressed as a sequence of normal form games, each representing a single joint collision. We define the following:

- \( s^i_j \): robot i’s action at the j’th collision.
- \( h^j = (s^1_j, s^2_j, \ldots, s^n_j) \): Robot i’s history of actions until the j’th collision inclusive. History of all robots’ actions until j inclusive: \( h^j \).
- The cost of robot i at the j’th collision will be denoted as \( c^i_j \).
- The gain of robot i at the j’th collision will be denoted as \( g^i_j \).
- \( u^i_j = g^i_j - c^i_j \): The utility of robot i at the j’th collision.
- \( U \): The global utility of all the robots during the whole run.

We start with the most general case where outcomes of a robot at the j’th collision may depend on the entire history of play of all the robots up until collision j inclusive. This means that \( g^i_j, c^i_j, u^i_j \) are all functions of \( h^j \). \( U \) will now depend on the entire history of play. Given that the number of collisions for the whole task run is \( c \), \( U \) will be a function of \( h^c \) and will be defined as the sum of utilities of every robot and every collision during the task run (Eq. 1).

\[
U(h^c) = \sum_{i \in N} \sum_{j=1}^c u^i_j(h^j) = \sum_{i \in N} \sum_{j=1}^c (g^i_j(h^j) - c^i_j(h^j)) \tag{1}
\]

We can look at each joint collision as a normal-form (matrix) game representing the outcomes of this collision only, rather than the whole task run. For the j’th collision, the player set of this matrix is the set of robots and the action set of each robot is its set of coordination methods. Given the history of joint actions played up until collision j, \( h^j \), the payoffs of this matrix will be the sum of the utilities of the robots obtained only for the j’th collision \( \sum_{i \in N} u^i_j(h^j) \) as a function of the history of play. We call this matrix the Folded Game Matrix.

### 3.3 Global utility and folded matrices

Robots in a system have limited sensing and communication capabilities. They are unable to know the utilities of other robots, even in the same joint action. Indeed, each robot does not even know how its own action affects its own immediate utility. The only information available to it is data from its own sensors and internal state information. We formally tie the active and passive times of the collision to the utility of the robot resulting from the collision. To do this we assume that individual gains in active time are zero (since a robot in active time is handling a collision), and therefore gains occur only in passive time: \( g^i_j(h^j) = g^i_j(P^i_j(h^j)) \). We will further assume that the gains are proportional to the passive time given history of play \( h^j \): \( g^i_j(h^j) = \alpha P^i_j(h^j), \alpha = \text{const} \). We also assume that costs are constant, \( c^i_j(h^j) = \beta(A^i_j(h^j) + P^i_j(h^j)) \) where \( \beta = \text{const} \).

#### 3.3.1 Global Utility and Coordination Overhead

**Definition 3.1.** The Coordination Overhead (CO) is the total amount of time the system was in active time divided by the total time invested in the task run: \( CO(h^c) = \frac{1}{T} \sum_{i \in N} \sum_{j=1}^c A^i_j(h^j) \).

Since \( T \) is the sum of all cycle length of any of the robots’ task run, we can write \( T = \sum_{j=1}^c (A^i_j(h^j) + P^i_j(h^j)) \) for any robot \( i \). Therefore, CO can also be written as \( CO(h^c) = \sum_{i \in N} \sum_{j=1}^c A^i_j(h^j) = \sum_{i \in N} \sum_{j=1}^c A^i_j(h^j) + P^i_j(h^j) \).

We will now show, given the above assumptions, that \( U \) is a linear decreasing function of CO, i.e., minimizing CO is maximizing \( U \).

**Theorem 3.2.** Given the assumptions on the cost and gain, \( U \) is a linear decreasing function of CO.

**Proof.** \( U = \sum_{i \in N} \sum_{j=1}^c [u^i_j(h^j)] = \sum_{i \in N} \sum_{j=1}^c [g^i_j(h^j) - c^i_j(h^j)] = \sum_{i \in N} \sum_{j=1}^c [\alpha P^i_j(h^j) - \beta(A^i_j(h^j) + P^i_j(h^j))] = \sum_{i \in N} \sum_{j=1}^c [\alpha P^i_j(h^j) - \sum_{i \in N} \sum_{j=1}^c [\beta(A^i_j(h^j) + P^i_j(h^j))] = T \sum_{i \in N} \sum_{j=1}^c [\alpha P^i_j(h^j)] - nT \beta = T \alpha \cdot CO(h^c) + T(\alpha - n \beta) \)

\[ \square \]

**3.3.2 Coordination Overhead and the Folded Matrices.** We further assume that for every collision, the outcomes of the robots’ method selection depend only on the current joint action performed and not on the history of all joint actions performed. This also means that no matter what the collision index is, as long as the joint action stays the same, the outcomes of this collision stay the same. Therefore, variables that depend on the history of joint actions played until collision j, \( h^j \), depend only on the joint action that was played in time j, \( s^j \), \( s^j \in S \). We can now denote the active time as \( A^i_j(s^j) \) and since it does not vary in time, we can denote it as \( A^i_j(s^j) \). The same applies for \( P^i_j, g^i_j, c^i_j, u^i_j \) and \( U \). One consequence of this assumption is that instead of the task run being a sequence of different folded game matrices depending on the history of play, it is now a single folded game matrix which is the same for every collision in the task run.

Given a joint action \( s \) and a robot \( i \), we will define \( EI_{tot}(s) \) to be the sum of the effectiveness indices of all robots: \( EI_{tot}(s) = \sum_{i \in N} A^i_j(s^j) = \sum_{i \in N} \frac{A^i_j(s^j)}{A^i_j(s^j) + P^i_j(s^j)} \). Let \( s^j \) be the joint action that minimizes \( EI_{tot} \): \( s^j = \text{argmin}_{s^j} EI_{tot}(s^j) \). If the system always plays joint action \( s^j \) its CO will be: \( CO(h^c) = \sum_{i \in N} \frac{A^i_j(s^j)}{A^i_j(s^j) + P^i_j(s^j)} = EI_{tot}(s^j) \) where \( h^c = (s, s^2, \ldots, s^c) \). We will now show that for every sequence of joint actions CO will be greater or equal to \( EI_{tot}(s^j) \). This means that in order to minimize CO the system always needs to select \( s^j \) as the joint action.

**Theorem 3.3.** for any number of collisions \( c \) and histories of play \( h^c \), \( CO(h^c) \geq EI_{tot}(s^j) \).

**Proof.**

\[
CO(h^c) = \sum_{i \in N} \sum_{j=1}^c \frac{A^i_j(s^j)}{A^i_j(s^j) + P^i_j(s^j)} = \sum_{i \in N} \frac{A^i_j(s^j)}{T} = \frac{1}{T} \sum_{i \in N} \sum_{j=1}^c A^i_j(s^j) = \frac{1}{T} \sum_{i \in N} \sum_{j=1}^c \frac{A^i_j(s^j)}{A^i_j(s^j) + P^i_j(s^j)} = \frac{1}{T} \sum_{i \in N} \sum_{j=1}^c \frac{A^i_j(s^j)}{A^i_j(s^j) + P^i_j(s^j)} \geq \frac{1}{T} \sum_{i \in N} \sum_{j=1}^c \frac{A^i_j(s^j)}{A^i_j(s^j) + P^i_j(s^j)} = EI_{tot}(s^j) \frac{1}{T} \sum_{i \in N} \sum_{j=1}^c \frac{A^i_j(s^j)}{A^i_j(s^j) + P^i_j(s^j)} = EI_{tot}(s^j) \frac{1}{T} \sum_{i \in N} \sum_{j=1}^c \frac{A^i_j(s^j)}{A^i_j(s^j) + P^i_j(s^j)} = EI_{tot}(s^j) \]

\[ \square \]
However, robots only know internal properties; they cannot know $s^*$, which requires knowledge of the actions of other robots. We need to find a way to make the robots converge to $s^*$ by using internal measurements only.

3.4 Learning Optimal Actions

3.4.1 Potential games. We show that the use of Potential Games [21] can address this challenge. A potential game is a normal form game where for every player $i$, the difference in the payoff of every unilateral deviation of player $i$'s action $s_i$ is related to the difference of a single potential function $\psi(s)$ mapping each joint action to a scalar. $\psi(s)$ can be seen as a global signal (not necessarily visible to the players) which depends on the joint action.

Potential games hold several important characteristics: First, they always have at least one pure-strategy Nash equilibrium. Also, when players use pure strategies, a change in one player’s individual payoff due to changing its individual action will be aligned with the potential function. This means that in any potential game if one player chooses to change its action to an action with better payoff, the potential function will always benefit, and vice versa. Therefore, if players choose to maximize their individual payoffs, the system will converge to a pure-strategy Nash equilibrium, which would be at least a local optimum of the potential function.

In our case, we need to find a payoff function for each robot, such that the robots play a potential game with potential function $E_{i_{tot}}$. Doing so will make the robots converge to an optimal joint action in terms of $E_{i_{tot}}$.

3.4.2 Total EI as a Potential Function. In Section 3.3 we’ve seen that the problem of optimizing the global utility narrows down to minimizing $E_{i_{tot}}$ by converging to a single joint action $s^*$ while still using only internal measurements.

In order to do so we use the Wonderful Life Utility (WLU) [31]. Given a global utility $U$, the WLU for robot $i$ is a measurement of the difference between the resulting $U$ and the global utility when robot $i$ is absent. In terms of game theory, the absence of robot $i$ is equivalent to the robot choosing a null action denoted by $\phi_i$.

Definition 3.4. Wonderful Life Utility. Given a global utility $U$ and a joint action $s = (s_i, s_{-i})$, the wonderful life utility of robot $i$ is:

$$WLU_i^U(s_i, s_{-i}) = U(s_i, s_{-i}) - U(\phi_i, s_{-i})$$

The WLU is, in fact, a measurement of robot $i$’s marginal contribution to $U$. It is known that agents that learn with WLU as a utility function play a potential game with the global utility as the potential function [3, 20].

Since our goal is to optimize $E_{i_{tot}}$, we can now make the robots choose actions according to the WLU of $E_{i_{tot}}$. If robots do so, not only will they converge to a joint action, the potential function will be $\psi = E_{i_{tot}}$. Therefore, this joint action will at least be a local minimum of $E_{i_{tot}}$ due to the properties of potential games. We will now show a closed expression of $WLU_i^E_{i_{tot}}$.

Theorem 3.5. Let $l_i(s)$ be the cycle length of robot $i$ given a joint action $s$: $l_i(s) = A_i(s) + P_i(s)$. The WLU of $E_{i_{tot}}$ for robot $i$ takes the form

$$WLU_i^{E_{i_{tot}}}(s) = \frac{A_i(s) + A_i^\phi(s)}{A_i(s) + P_i(s)} = \frac{A_i(\phi_i, s_{-i})}{l_i(\phi_i, s_{-i})}$$

where $A_i(s) = \sum_{j \in N \setminus \{i\}} (A_j(l_j(s)) - A_j(\phi_j, s_{-j}))$.

Proof (sketch).

$$WLU_i^{E_{i_{tot}}}(s) = E_{i_{tot}}(s) - E_{i_{tot}}(\phi_i, s_{-i})$$

$$= A_i(s) + A_i^\phi(s) + P_i(s) - A_i(\phi_i, s_{-i})$$

This is the most general form of the WLU of $E_{i_{tot}}$. Different assumptions result in special cases that can be useful.

First, when a robot is absent from the system it cannot contribute to the system and its costs are zero. The expression $A_i(\phi_i, s_{-i})$ is the effectiveness index of robot $i$ when it is absent. Since we assumed that gains in active time are zero we can express the absence of the robot $i$ as if it was always in active time during the cycle length $l_i(\phi_i, s_{-i})$. This assumption can be expressed as $A_i(\phi_i, s_{-i}) = l_i(\phi_i, s_{-i})$. Therefore we can see that $A_i(\phi_i, s_{-i}) = l_i(\phi_i, s_{-i}) = 1$.

The WLU will now take the form $WLU_i^{E_{i_{tot}}}(s) = \frac{A_i(s) + A_i^\phi(s)}{A_i(s) + P_i(s)} - 1$.

Also, collisions are synchronous in our model. This means that cycle length depends only on the joint action selected and not on the robot. For all pairs of robots $i$, $j \in N$ and all joint actions $s$: $l_i(s) = l_j(s)$. Therefore, we can remove the subscript and write $l_i$.

The effect of this assumption is that now $A_i^\phi(s)$ takes a simpler form: $A_i^\phi(s) = \sum_{j \in N \setminus \{i\}} (A_j(s) - A_j(\phi_j, s_{-j}))$.

Finally, the absence of robot $i$ does not affect cycle length: $l_i(s) = l_i(\phi_i, s_{-i})$. $A_i^\phi(s)$ can now be expressed as $A_i^\phi(s) = \sum_{j \in N \setminus \{i\}} (A_j(s) - A_j(\phi_j, s_{-j}))$. Now $A_i^\phi(s)$ has a meaning - it is the change in the total active time of the system due to the absence of robot $i$.

Thus WLU takes the form

$$WLU_i^{E_{i_{tot}}}(s) = \frac{A_i(s) + A_i^\phi(s)}{A_i(s) + P_i(s)} - 1$$

which can be written as

$$WLU_i^{E_{i_{tot}}}(s) = \frac{A_i(s) + A_i^\phi(s)}{A_i(s) + P_i(s)} - 1$$

Omitting the $-1$ element will not change the optimization problem. From the above formula of WLU we can see that either minimizing $A_i(s)$ or $A_i^\phi(s)$ minimizes WLU. Comparing WLU to EI we can see that $EI$ [18] a special case of WLU but with $A_i^\phi(s) = 0$ (Henceforth, unless stated otherwise, we denote WLU of $E_{i_{tot}}$ as $WLU_i(s)$.

The WLU may now be used by robots as a reward function in a reinforcement learning algorithm. In practice, they will use WLU approximation $\tilde{WLU}$ (see Section 4). To do this, they keep track of $A$ and $P$ of intervals between collisions.

3.5 Summary of Assumptions

We summarize the assumptions made in the development of the model in Table 1.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assumption</th>
<th>Motivation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gains in active time are zero</td>
<td>Robots cannot directly contribute to the task when they focus on conflict resolution and avoid collisions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gains are proportional to passive time</td>
<td>The more a robot works uninterrupted, the higher its gains will be. Assumption for theoretical derivation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs are proportional to time</td>
<td>Robots spend resources (e.g., power) when operating. Longer operations leads to more spending. Assumption for theoretical derivation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcomes of robots’ actions do not depend on history of method choices</td>
<td>Without learning, the success of collision avoidance in past collisions does not impact its success in the current collision. For theoretical derivation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When a robot is absent it cannot contribute to the system: its gains and costs are zero</td>
<td>By definition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycle length is the same for all robots for a joint action</td>
<td>The theoretical model is synchronous.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The absence of a robot does not affect cycle length</td>
<td>The effects of a single robot in a swarm tend to be negligible. Assumption for theoretical derivation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Assumptions made in the development of the theoretical model, and the motivation for making them.

4 LEARNING IN PRACTICE

There are gaps between the theory presented and the limitations in practice: (i) the WLU of $E_{i,ct}$ for a robot needs knowledge of other robots’ measurements; (ii) collisions are not mutual—when robots are about to collide, there is no guarantee that either one of them will actually recognize a collision and act to avoid it; and finally (iii) active and passive times ($A$, $P$) vary for the same method. These gaps are addressed below. There is another gap which is explained but not addressed in this paper (iv) - different clusters of robots can collide at the same time in different places.

4.1 Approximating WLU of total EI

$WLU_{i}$ is composed of three elements: $A_i$, $P_i$ and $A_i^\phi$. $A_i$ and $P_i$ are internal to the robot, thus known. However, $A_i^\phi$ requires the robot to know the active times of other robots. This is impractical, as the effects of a robot on other robots often impossible to perceive accurately by swarm robots.

Thus, robots estimate $WLU_{i}$. For lack of space, we report here only on one such approximation, $WLU_{i} = \frac{n_i(s) + n_i}{A_i + P_i}$, where $n_i$ is the number of robots affected by this robot (i.e., entered collision avoidance because of the robot), and $A_0$ is an estimate of how much each robot was affected in terms of active time added to it.

We focus here only on the two most useful approximators out of several we tested, as evident in the experiments. One is where $A_0 = 0$, i.e., the active times of other robots is assumed unaffected. This approximation is the special case $E_{i,ct}$ [18]. The other approximation is Minimum over Actions, where the addition in active time to other robots is by finding the individual action $s' \in S_i$ that has the lowest average active time, i.e., $A_0 = \min_{s' \in S_i} (\frac{1}{\tau(s')}) \sum_{j \in S_i} C(s) A_j(s')$. Here, we define $C(s) \subseteq [1, ..., c]$ as the subset of collision indices where joint action $s$ was played. In the same manner we will define $C(s_i)$ as the subset of collision indices where robot $i$ chose individual action $s_i \in S_i$, regardless of the actions chosen by other robots.

4.2 Dealing with Non-Mutual Collisions

Collisions are asynchronous and often non-mutual. This means that even if robots collide at the same time, there is no guarantee that all of them will recognize they collided. This is mainly caused by limited sensing capabilities. For example, if a robot can only sense robots that are in front of it, it will not recognize another robot colliding it from the back.

When a joint collision occurs and a robot cannot recognize it - there is nothing this robot can do but keep doing what he did. On the other hand, whenever it knows it collided it must do something. If it collided in passive time, it should coordinate. The main question is what it should do when it is in active time and it collides once again with a robot. One option is to keep coordinating as if no collision occurred. Another option is to preempt the current coordination method and choose either the same or a new coordination method. According to our modeling the rightest way to treat collisions during active time is to preempt the current coordination method and choose a new coordination method.

4.3 Varying active and passive times

In Section 3 we have assumed that outcomes of a collision rely only on the joint action selected. In terms of a WLU approximation it includes all of its elements - $A_i$, $P_i$ and $A_i^\phi$. It can be directly inferred that the cycle length $l = A_i + P_i$ will stay the same given a joint collision. However, a robot does not know the joint action played and from its viewpoint the active and passive times it will obtain will vary, even if it chooses the same individual action repeatedly because the active and passive times also depend on other robots. In addition, in practice the cycle length may vary even for the same joint action. Therefore, we would like to do some averaging on $A_i$, $P_i$ and $A_i^\phi$ and then calculate a WLU approximation which is an averaging over the last collisions $\overline{WLU} = \frac{A_i + P_i}{A_i + P_i}$.

This can cause inaccuracies in learning WLU approximations because the cycle length $A_i + P_i$ is a real-valued signal in continuous time while sampling of $A_i$, $P_i$ and $A_i^\phi$ is discrete. Semi Markov Decision Processes (SMDP) [9] are models that represent discrete sampling of a continuous-time reward and also introduce a Q-Learning variant for SMDPs. We suggest a heuristic based on SMDP which is a modification of Q-learning that will overcome this inaccuracy without changing the informational demands of the robots. We call this the Continuous Time Q-Learning. The formula is similar to Q-Learning but with some modifications: The learning rate $\alpha$ is set to be a function of cycle length $\alpha \leftarrow 1 - e^{-\frac{t}{T}}$; the bigger the cycle
The actions selected by the robots are not the only factor in the environments we conducted experiments on. We initially started with the Alphabet Soup simulator and then moved to experimenting with real robots - the Krembot swarm robots.

5.1 Experimentation environments

Before describing the experiments we conducted, we will introduce the environments we conducted experiments on. We initially started with the Alphabet Soup simulator and then moved to experimenting with real robots - the Krembot swarm robots.

5.1.1 Krembot swarm robots. After testing reactive arbitration in the Alphabet Soup simulator we moved to testing the adaptation in a real world environment. We used Robotican’s Krembot swarm robots in a domain which is a variant of multi-robot foraging. Krembot robots are swarm robots with relatively limited sensing and processing capabilities. They are cylindrical-shaped robots with a height of 10.5 cm and a diameter of 6.5 cm. Despite their limited sensing capabilities, those robots can detect collisions and also distinguish between a robot and a static object (see https://www.robotican.net/krembot).

We tested a variant of multi-robot foraging. In this domain there are a few stations fixed in position where robots can acquire pucks from. Once a robot reaches one of those stations, it takes the puck and retrieves it to a small area which we call the homebase. It should be noted that since the Krembot robots have no localization capabilities they are unable to either remember or plan a path to one of the stations. Therefore, they do it by randomly searching for a station.

5.1.2 Alphabet Soup. The main objective of the robots is to gather as many pucks to the homebase in a given time. We would like to experiment with reactive arbitration that will maximize this objective.

We experimented with two Best evade coordination methods, one with a time parameter of 500ms and the other with a time parameter of 10000ms. The duration of each run is 1 hour long. For each hour-long we logged each event such as a collision or a puck that was retrieved. From this log we extracted statistics on the number of pucks retrieved and the coordination method choices of the robots. We extracted statistics based only on the last 15 minutes of the run since we want the learning to stabilize.

Using the above configuration, we tested the performance of 4 robots and 8 robots for several configurations. We measure the group performance of each configuration and the time fraction the robots spent on Best evade 500. This time fraction includes the active time and the resulting passive time of choosing Best evade 500. Since there are only two methods, it is easy to derive the time fraction of Best evade 10000.

5.4 Parallel collisions in different clusters

The actions selected by the robots are not the only factor in the outcome of the system. The model assumes a single synchronous collision, while in reality, robots are spread all over the work area, possibly engaged in multiple parallel collisions. We believe this challenge can be addressed by looking at the density of each collision, but leave this for future work.
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We experimented with two Best evade coordination methods, one with a time parameter of 500ms and the other with a time parameter of 10000ms. The duration of each run is 1 hour long. For each hour-long we logged each event such as a collision or a puck that was retrieved. From this log we extracted statistics on the number of pucks retrieved and the coordination method choices of the robots. We extracted statistics based only on the last 15 minutes of the run since we want the learning to stabilize.

Using the above configuration, we tested the performance of 4 robots and 8 robots for several configurations. We measure the group performance of each configuration and the time fraction the robots spent on Best evade 500. This time fraction includes the active time and the resulting passive time of choosing Best evade 500. Since there are only two methods, it is easy to derive the time fraction of Best evade 10000.

Experimentation settings. In a similar manner to Alphabet Soup, the main objective for the robots is to gather as many pucks to the homebase in a given time. We would like to experiment with reactive arbitration that will maximize this objective.

We experimented with two Best evade coordination methods, one with a time parameter of 500ms and the other with a time parameter of 10000ms. The duration of each run is 1 hour long. For each hour-long we logged each event such as a collision or a puck that was retrieved. From this log we extracted statistics on the number of pucks retrieved and the coordination method choices of the robots. We extracted statistics based only on the last 15 minutes of the run since we want the learning to stabilize.

Using the above configuration, we tested the performance of 4 robots and 8 robots for several configurations. We measure the group performance of each configuration and the time fraction the robots spent on Best evade 500. This time fraction includes the active time and the resulting passive time of choosing Best evade 500. Since there are only two methods, it is easy to derive the time fraction of Best evade 10000.
5.2 WLU-based Learning

We first evaluated the use of the learning procedure in the Krembots. We tested Best Evade 500 and Best Evade 10000 with EI [18] using the same Q-Learning parameters for learning and adaptation. Figure 3 indeed shows that not only learning EI with regular Q-Learning improves performance, but also with more learning variants: EI and Minimum Over Actions approximations, both using continuous-time Q-Learning with $\tau = 10^{10}$ nanoseconds and an exploration rate of 0.02 both improve performance significantly over previous work.

![Figure 3: Learning in Krembots for 4 robots (upper chart) and 8 robots (bottom chart).](image)

Even if the learning procedure is not always the best, it can improve performance in comparison to other algorithms. We test two heterogeneous action sets in Alphabet Soup: (i) Repel (700), Noise(540), Aggression(300), Original, Best evade(600), and (ii) Repel (200), Noise(500), Aggression(2000), Original, Best evade(200). For each of the action sets we compare the Original coordination method and the Minimum Over Actions WLU approximation. For the WLU approximation we used the continuous time Q-Learning algorithm with $\tau = 10^{10}$ nanoseconds and an exploration rate of 0.02. Figure 4 shows that learning using the WLU approximation significantly improves performance in action set (i) and performs slightly better in action set (ii).

![Figure 4: Performance of random choice vs. the original coordination method and the Minimum Over Actions WLU approximation.](image)

5.3 Comparison to global utility rewards

Above, we tested rewards that approximate WLU of $EI_{tot}$. We know that $EI_{tot}$ is indirectly connected to $U$. Despite the fact that $EI_{tot}$ is domain independent and $U$ is domain dependent, we would like to test whether this indirect connection may impair performance. Therefore, we compare $WLU(EI_{tot})$ approximations to rewards directly based on $U$.

In the COIN framework presented in [30], reward functions are based on $U$. We experiment with those reward functions in Alphabet Soup. In the context of Alphabet Soup, the performance $U$ is the total placed letters. Given a time interval $\Delta t$, we denote $\Delta l$ as the amount of letters the system placed in this time. Therefore $\frac{\Delta l}{\Delta t}$ will simply be the (average) rate of placed letters by the system in $\Delta t$. In the same manner we define $\Delta l_i$ for the amount of letters placed by robot $i$. Each robot learns rewards based on those variables in the same manner as in reactive arbitration. This implies that $\Delta l_i$ will represent a group’s interval between collisions. The reward functions used in [30] are:

- Team Game (TG) - The rate of placed letters of all the robots in a given time interval. For robot $i$, $TG_i = \frac{\Delta l_i}{\Delta t}$.
- Selfish Utility (SU) - The rate of placed letters of robot $i$ in a given time interval. $SU_i = \frac{\Delta l_i}{\Delta t}$.
- Wonderful Life utility (WLU) - The wonderful life utility of $U$ (not $EI_{tot}$). We approximate this WLU by the formula $WLU_i = SU_i - \sum_{j \in col_i} A_j \Delta t$ where $col_i$ is the set of robots which collided with robot $i$ in its collision cycle and $A_j$ is the active time of robot $j$.
- Aristocrat Utility (AU) - This reward is similar to WLU of $U$. If the main concept of WLU is the difference between the group performance with the robot and without the robot, the AU is the difference between the group performance with the robot performing the current action and the group performance with the robot performing an "average" action. The approximation of the AU is $AU_i = SU_i - \frac{\sum s \in S \sum s' \in S \Delta Q(s)}{\Delta t}$ where $P_i(s)$ is the percentage of time robot $i$ chose action $s$ and $Q_i(s)$ is the Q-value of robot $i$ for action $s$.

We ran simulations with those approximations for 8 minutes and measured the rate of placed letters during the whole run. For each reward function we used Q-Learning with a learning rate of 0.1 and exploration rate of 0.1. The result for TG was averaged over 103 runs, SU over 106 runs, WLU over 109 runs and AU over 112 runs. Figure 5 shows that the WLU of $U$ outperforms all other rewards based on $U$. This agrees with the results in [30].

However, given that the WLU of $U$ performs best, we compared it to different approximations of the WLU of $EI_{tot}$, using different algorithms:
• Minimum Over Actions, using continuous time Q-Learning with \( r = 10^{10} \) nanoseconds and exploration rate of 0.02.
• EL, using regular Q-Learning, learning rate 0.05, Exploration rate 0.02.
• EL, using WoLF-PHC [8], Exploration rate 0.02, \( \alpha = 0.05, \delta_0 = 0.0005, \delta_1 = 0.005. \)

This paper contributed a solid theoretical model of swarm tasks, as a state space in order for the robot to know how many robots to construct Trees for Efficient Offline and Online Multi-Robot Coverage. *Annals of Math and Artificial Intelligence* 52, 2–4 (2008), 143–168.


